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It is needless to repeat how difficult 2020 has been for all of us – with the COVID-19 pandemic, the
disruptions to life, work and school, and travel restrictions keeping us from seeing families and
friends. However, looking back, it also really showed how resilient we all are - we learnt to adapt,
picking up new habits and skills, and we found new ways to spend time with loved ones.

As NYLESA, in addition to the pandemic, we also experienced an unprecedented situation prior to
the Annual General Meeting (AGM) in March 2020, due to the resignation of several Steering
Committee (SC) members, a lack of candidates for the incoming SC, and the under-preparation
for the AGM. However, our volunteers stepped in, and we were able to form an Interim SC, later
replaced by a SC elected in June, who continued to oversee NYLESA’s operation and management
throughout the term.

The pandemic couldn’t stop us from sharing, supporting and spending more time together, not
only with members but also their families. We used our time in lockdown to evaluate and develop
outreach plans for our community. We collected data, conducted surveys and assessments, and
adopted changed approaches and improvements. As a result, we managed to organize a record
number of events and activities for members, both online and in-person, despite the pandemic.

This report highlights the work we accomplished together as an Association and in our sub-teams
throughout 2020 and the start of 2021.

We couldn’t have done any of this without our dedicated and creative volunteers, and the active
participation of our members and their families, showing the true spirit of our NYLESA
community. I can’t thank everybody enough for all of their work and support. I am also thankful
for the support we have received from existing and new NYLESA partners.

Many challenges remain and there will be more ahead. As UNited spouses, as we have been
throughout the past year, we can overcome any new challenges together and continue to grow
our UN spouse community in New York.

 
Yen Nguyen       

NYLESA Chairperson  
2020-2021        

UNited Spouses
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Reassess and define outreach approaches
setting a clear foundation for future
engagement and activities - Membership Data
Analysis and Member Outreach, Volunteer
Outreach, and UN Outreach.
Refocus and prioritize working groups’
portfolios based on available resources. 
Conduct survey and analysis - Annual Career
Support Survey, Engagement Platform Analysis
and Strategy for communication platforms
including Facebook and LinkedIn
Collect data (e.g. membership, events and
attendance) and use it to monitor and
evaluate, and improve the ways of working.
Improve financial reporting system, gain
access to and knowledge about UNFCU
account management and transition.
Update SC Handbook
Update Welcome Pack

Lockdown’ time was used for the SC to review and
plan how to operate NYLESA better. 

Improvements include:

Strengthening Operational Structure

Despite an unprecedented start with only half of 2019-2020
Steering Committee (SC) members in position prior to the
Annual General Meeting 2020, and the pandemic, the year
nonetheless turned out to be full of achievements.    

Overall 
Management &
Administration

Evening gatherings during the first
period of New York lockdown
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 SC Meetings
From AGM - Dec 2020 

Before AGM 2020, half of 2019-
2020 SC members resigned,
there were not enough
candidates for the incoming SC. 

Interim SC was elected during
the AGM. Full SC elected in the
Special General Meeting in June
and remained to the end of the
term. 

The SC met  every week since the
AGM to June's SGM, then
biweekly mostly, comparing to
once a month in previous years.    

Solid Steering Committee Commitment 

A big ‘thank you’ to the entire
management. You all are
amazing and doing such a
wonderful job!

--Sapna--

You are the best! You put a lot of
dedication, love, time and more!

--Diana--

Membership

Welcome

Career Support

Outreach

Communication

TEAMS

23
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Overall approach developed based on
membership database’s data analysis  
Volunteer Engaging Plan developed,
implementation tried and tested 
Develop new programmes to engage
members - revive Support Group

Improve Member Outreach 

Strengthening Outreach Foundation

55 Volunteers  

Improve External Outreach 

The overall UN outreach approach was developed
based on SWOT Analysis; clearer
messages/pitches were identified focusing on
what NYLESA offers and collaboration
expectations.  

Volunteer Engagement   
New volunteer sign-up form
Communications to promote volunteers 
Promotion event to call for volunteers 
Volunteer luncheon
Ongoing volunteer appreciation mentioned on
newsletters, for International Volunteer’s Day etc. 

 joined teams
 and/or organized

activities 

As part of the plan to better promote NYLESA, the
SC aims to organize activities with topics of
interest to not only members but also UN staff
and spouses living in New York. Through these
activities,  people who are already based in New
York can find out more about NYLESA and
potentially join the Association.

How to get driving license for G4 visa holders in
New York was the first event of this kind.
Responded so well to the need of the UN
community, this online info session immediately
reached Zoom meeting capacity, making it the
most attended online  event organized by NYLESA.
 

 
100+

 
Online event 

most attended  

Targeting UN staff and spouse
already based in New York

Ana, Chianghua,
Diana, Manuela,

Mukhayyo, Natalia,
Pamela, Vipin & Yen
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AMPLIFYING 
UNHEARD 
VOICES

DEC 7
MONDAY

2020
12:30 - 1:30

The financial reporting system was reviewed
making it easier to record and report, monthly and
annually. 
 

New collaboration brought
recognition  

Partnering with the Common Threads Project to
take part in 16 Days of Activism against Gender-
based Violence for the first time, NYLESA received
a special message from the UN's Secretary
General Antonio Guterres.

Improve Finance Management

Continue existing collaboration

NYLESA continued to connect with the LESA
network, exchanging information and experience
with UNKLESA – Kenya, Copenhagen and El
Salvador. The SC discussed ideas to enhance
collaboration and recognition, an survey was sent
out to network to collect more establishment
background.Maintain Career Support partnership

NYLESA PARTNERS 

Rachel Cohen

Ana & Ben, Julien, Natalia, Soraya, 
Vesna* & Yen

Career Support Team maintained the relationship
with its partners including the UN Visa-Committee,
the Small Business Administration (SBA) / Small
Business Development Center (SBDC), and the
Lyceum Kennedy French-American School. [see
more in the team's session] 

The SC managed to re-register with UNFCU,
addressing the pending issue since 2017 AGM; a
clear procedure for  SC authorization transition
was documented. 

Banu, Julien, Nada, Natalia, 
Siham & Yen
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Regular
88.3%

Associate
7.8%

62
countries

 

Membership
Management 
Performance 

Team: Anais Mossé Fischer, Meri Arturi Manoukyan
(Apr-Sep) & Natalia Chernysh

Membership declined 
Jan - Dec 2020

The team facilitates the enrolment of new members (registration, payment)
and membership renewal of existing members. Team meets weekly to
update and plan shared tasks; monthly membership reports submitted to
the SC throughout the year.

Members are highly educated with
extensive fields of expertise &

country experience 

Data from 
Career Support Survey,

  Nov 2020

 NYLESA branded masks for members  

Overview of 2020 Membership

Associate: 10 
Honorary: 5

Regular: 113 
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Conducted Membership Data Analysis to gain
a better understanding of the membership
and identify improved outreach options
targeting potential, new and existing members
as well as members who did not renew their
membership for different reasons.
Improve communication with members: the
team has updated procedures, changed email
templates and implemented a new timeline for
renewal campaigns on the Mailchimp
platform.
Adopt a new follow up strategy, covering
everybody who has contacted NYLESA,
potential members and members who didn’t
renew their membership.
Introduced Renewal Lucky Draw, which was
conducted in June and October 2020  –
members who paid their dues within the
period prior to the draw date could enter for a
chance to win a prize.
Extend the deadline to remove from current
member’s list from 2 weeks to 6 months so
non-renewal members  could still receive
communication from NYLESA. This policy
however will be reversed because it did not
seem to encourage non-renewal members to
re-register.

Measures Membership has taken

COVID Worsen Membership
Enrolment

Membership renewal has always been an issue
for NYLESA. Previously, non-renewal member
number was partially made up by the number
of new members who relocated to New York.
For example, in January 2019 NYLESA had 214
members, this number was 176 in March 2020.
During that period, there were 91 new
members but 129 members did not renew.
However, as the pandemic has limited New
York recruitment and relocation, it was
impossible to balance the declined
membership

More non-renewal members
 than new members in 2020  

RENEWAL'S LUCKY 
DRAW WINNERS 

Laurene 
Roberto 

only      new
members   

1
    non-

renewal
members  

4 vs

(Jun)
 

(Oct)

French Bakery's Tour
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Part of the Membership Team responsibilities is to
support members to enroll in the UN Language
Program with the issuance of Membership
certificates to obtain the required UN Ground
Pass.  In 2020 the program moved online, the
Team organized a webinar in December  on the
process of online enrollment for members. During
this session, Language and Communications
Specialist Cristina Perez Cordon from the
Language and Communications Training Unit
explained the process in detail and responded to
questions from members.

… thanks to NYLESA quick
support, I managed to get my
ground pass in less than 24
hours. And thanks to the
NYLESA meeting on UN
language course, I am now
able to apply for a course in
due time.

--Sophie -- 

UN Language Course Enrolment
Info Session for Members  

A new Membership Team Handbook
developed providing comprehensive
guidelines for team members to work together
and clear onboard training for new team
volunteers. 
Digital payment receipt.
New method of membership payment
through NYLESA UNFCU bank account for
UNFCU account holders.

Other improvements in the Membership
Management process 

NYLESA PARTNERS 

Language and Communications 
Training Unit (LCTU)

& Cristina Pérez-Cordón

 First gathering after New
York lockdown when

membership team welcomed
new members  

Thank you so so much! I feel
so much relief. In less than
48h you gave me so much
critical information. I feel safer
and at peace within the
NYLESA family!

  --Alix--



 XX

Welcome
Working Group
Achievements 

Team: Kausar Ovis, Sapna Sethi, Anais Mosse Fischer,
Lora Wiley-Lennartz, Maija Tippana, Michael Fleuter,
Shyam Sharma, Olivier Caudron & Soraya King 

Despite COVID-19 restrictions, rules and
regulations, working as a well-coordinated team –
the WWG Coordinator and members, together with
the SC and our family of volunteers and members
organized and participated in a record number of
events/activities, in person and virtually!

218 Events/Activities
 organised for members

Significant increase of
number & types of

activities 

October's Special  Event -
apple picking trip for

members and families,
complete with a socially

distanced coach
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Coffee Gatherings

In 2020, in response to the need for members to
stay connected during the pandemic since March,
coffee gatherings increased from the normal once
a month to mostly biweekly wherever possible. 

Coffee Gatherings also became much more
creative during 2020. Online events covered bingo
and quizzes to Christmas across the nations in
addition to simple conversations while enjoying a
cuppa. 

In-person gatherings included guided tours of
historical landmarks in NYC and exploration of
patisseries for the perfect croissants, to
discovering hidden gems of Roosevelt Island,
Brooklyn and being part of the Pepsi-Cola advert
on Long Island or chilling in Central Park!

2018 2019 2020

25 

20 

15 

10 

5 

0 

Cocktail Gatherings

The evening gatherings also thrived during this
unprecedented year in terms of the events and
attendance.  

Our virtual cocktail gatherings were made all the
more enjoyable with the rise of NYLESA quiz
masters and even a night-in Karaoke. 

During the summer and early fall, several in-
person gatherings were arranged across the city
always ensuring safety measures were adhered
too. A record number of attendees with spouses
became a sought-after fixture on the NYLESA
calendar.

14

2018 2019 2020

20 

15 

10 

5 

0 

Ana, Anais, Kausar,
Natalia, Pierre-

Emmanuel, Sapna,
Soraya & Yen 

2018 2019 2020

11
23

11

 Special visit to private Gramercy Park as part of Coffee Gathering to
explore Union Square neighbourhood in November  

COFFEE GATHERING ORGANIZERS

Ana, Maija, Michael*,
Natalia & Gabriel,

Roberto & Anne, Shyam  
& Yen 

COCKTAIL GATHERING ORGANIZERS

Long Island City gathering in July 

2018 2019 2020

9
19

7COFFEE 
GATHERINGS 

COCKTAIL 
GATHERINGS 
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Special Events

Despite the unprecedented situation, many
special events were organized for members, both
online and in-person.

Family events included a picnic in Central Park, an
apple picking trip, and a walk to see Halloween
decorated homes in the city. 

Online Special Events included knife sharpening
and Lora’s Halloween Treats.

Lin, Lora, Michael, Natalia,
Sapna & Soraya

 Visit Upper West neighborhood to see Halloween
decorations   

Cultural & Language Tables

The Language Tables were redefined and
renamed to Language/Culture Tables. Language
Tables offer the use of specific language e.g.
French or Spanish during the gathering while
Culture Tables use English for members from any
country or region to share their culture with other
members.

2020 saw the birth of the Africa Culture Table
which brought together all the members from
different countries in Africa to be represented and
showcase their colorful culture and heritage.

Two Asian Tables were also organized with an
introduction to culinary and hands-on cooking
sessions. The first Finnish Culture Table led by
Maija introduced Vappu – May 1st, a spring festival
celebrated by the Finns for thousands of years
with added traditions.

SPECIAL EVENT ORGANIZERS

Ana, Anais, Banu,
Francine, Gift, Gulen,

Lili, Lin & Kazumi, 
 Maija, Maria,

Sikhangezile, Soraya &
Yen

CULTURAL & LANGUAGE TABLES
ORGANIZERS

The Turkish Table continued with not only
delicious treats but also an introduction to a
special Kolonya Turkish brand hand sanitizer - just
in time for pandemic!  

Since the pandemic started, it was more difficult to
organize language tables, which normally would
be hosted in members’ home or outings.
Therefore, overall, there were less tables
organized in 2020.  

Nevertheless, French Table tested Golden Hits
and had Bastille Day in Central Park while the
Spanish Table continued to meet and share the
warm camaraderie in Spanish.

Turkish Table introduced Kolonya - 
Turkish's hand sanitizer,
 just in time for pandemic!
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Interest Clubs

The lock-down sparked a whole new range of
online activities for members to do together.

Health and Well-being included Yoga sessions
offered up to twice weekly during April to July, and
once a week from August; more energetic
Saturday Workout was the first online group
exercise that continued to the new year.

Laurene, Lili, Vika & Yen

Event Calendars during the strict New York's  lock-down  

Candice & Megan,
Manuela, Meri, Siham

 & Natalia 

Ana, Anais, Candice, Julien,
Natalia, Patricia, Roberto,

& Soraya 

Photo Club - During the early period of NYC lock-
down, a series of inspirational guest speakers
were organized virtually for the UNSRC
Photographic Society members and NYLESA
members. NYLESA members continued to
proactively lead  the club activities - especially the
organization of the Shaping our Future together
project in the occasion of the UN 75th anniversary
and the club's 50th anniversary.  

Ana, Lin & Yen 

 Book Club's gathering   

DIY for Kids kept kids and adults created and
entertained mainly over the summer months.

Book Club was created under the leadership of
Anais to take us  away from screens into a world
of books where our minds and tastes were
stretched and explored with different authors and
genres of books read and discussed.

 Posters from Photo Talks   

 13
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The responsibilities, tasks and functions of the
WWG role was re-defined to suit the current
climate and membership requirements, and
revised NYLESA operation structure.  

As Member Outreach became part of the
Welcome Group, WWG revived the Support
Programme and designed a new Buddy
Programme. 

The core element of the Buddy Programme is
connecting incoming UN spouses with a NYLESA
member, who would be their contact and assist
them when they first arrive in New York. This
programme relies on the collaboration with UN
Agencies HR departments, who can inform
NYLESA of new staff recruitment and their arrival.
However, due to COVID, UN recruitment and
travel restrictions in 2020, the implementation will
be tested during 2021.

Redefining Team Operation  Outreach

Support Programme
The Support Programme, later renamed
#Conversations by member online vote, was
created as a safe space for members to chat,
share their feelings, thoughts on the topic of the
day.  

Topics were selected by request and in response
to the current environment – lockdown and
restricted movement, entire families working from
home, online schooling, aging parents, family,
without being able to travel to see them due to
the global pandemic, political riots and the ‘Black
Lives Matter’ movement. 

Olivier & Soraya 
#CONVERSATION HOSTS

PODCAST TEAM

Olivier, Martin, Soraya
& Zein 

... Thanks to you, the pandemic
was more bearable and we got
all more close and supported
each other! What would we do
without NYLESA?!

--Manuela--

Central Park Picnic for  NYLESA families in September   

As part of the Support
Programme, a new NYLESA
Podcast show ‘Let’s Talk About It!’
hosted by Olivier Caudron and
Soraya King was developed  and
launched in January 2021.
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Career Support
Working Group
Achievements 

Team: Amelia Poveda-Irles, Eric Forzy, Kevin Byrne,
Laurène Graziani, Lilian Sia, Salima Okale, Tope Sanni,
Yun Li, Yvonne Lizarzaburu-Cognac, & Julien Soufflet 

The CSWG continued to support the professional development of NYLESA
members following its five defined work streams throughout 2020. Due to the
COVID-19 related lockdowns and restrictions to travelling and meeting, from
March onwards, the CSWG switched to remote and online support, the number of
activities were also affected.

Support to procurement of
Employment Authorization
Document 

Liaison with the UN Visa Committee to keep up
with the changes to the work permit process due
to the pandemic and its implications; support
members to gain additional EAD-related
information from the Committee when required.

EAD Application Training with the Visa
Committee, January   
‘Work Permit Question and Answers’ Session,
April

Events organized: 

I just got my EAD! Took 3 weeks
from submission. Thanks to  the
careers team for such detailed
guidance on submitting an
error-free application

--Fisayo--

(EAD - work permit)

Lilian & Yvonne 
NYLESA PARTNERS 

Visa Committee &
Roula Eid Greco 

19 NYLESA members took part in January's EAD Application
Training by the Visa CommitteeJ
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Several UN system consultancy opportunities
were circulated. 

For members running or planning their own
businesses, CSWG also circulated webinars
and information organized by the Small
Business Administration (SBA) / Small
Business Development Center (SBDC).

Career management skills

Less workshops were organized due to the
pandemic implications (e.g. lockdown, work from
home, lack of employment perspectives because
of the UN’s budget restrictions and massive layoffs
in the United States)

How to start your own business? / How to find
a job? - by the SBDC, January 2020
Resume and Cover Letter, April 
Career Support / LinkedIn, May 

Event organized:

Eric & Laurène 
NYLESA PARTNERS 

Man-Li Kuo

Circulation of job & tax information

Tax Information Session, May 
Event organized:

Chianghua, Eric,
Julien & Yun Li
NYLESA PARTNERS 

Man-Li Kuo
& The Wolf Group

Thanks to the dedication of our member Chianghua
Hereward, our multi-year long relation with UNICEF
was not completely disrupted in 2020, and NYLESA
was  offered several seats to a UNICEF's Career
Support Webinars in English and Spanish in early fall.
 

Great news! I received my EAD
and SSN! It took 6 weeks. Thanks
for your support and advice
when preparing the request!

--Sophie--

Tax Information Session by The Wolf Group 
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The discussion was organized following results of
the 2020 Career Survey (see below), for members
to share their state of progress, challenges and
successes and advice, related to their career path
in the US, and share advice.

Professional networking was especially difficult
with everyone working from home. However,
Amelia Poveda Irles has provided insights and
support to revitalize the NYLESSA LinkedIn
accounts and leverage this professional social
platform to foster networking among members
and beyond. More on this topic in 2021.

Professional networking

Open discussion, December 
Event organized:

Amelia & Julien 

Eric & Julien

General activities pertaining to career

Career support to members including updating
information on the website’s Career Resource
page. Apart from providing support to members
throughout the year, the CSWG conducted the
2020 Career Survey (October-November), which
provided many useful insights on respondent’s
situations and expectations.

8
 

Career Support Events
 organized for members

Career Resources page on NYLESA.org

At the end of 2020, the CSWG
interviewed two visa specialists about
other options beyond G4 visa for
people, who plan to stay and work
longer in the US. These interviews are
available on the NYLESA’s website
Podcast page.

Julien  
NYLESA PARTNERS 

Suneeta Dewan 
& Hafiz Uddin
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Communication
Working Group
Achievements 

Team: Amelia Poveda Irles, Jooyoung Kim (to May), 
Lei Feng, Mukhayyo Burkhanova, Saliha Atif (to Apr),
Vesna Golic, Yen Nguyen & Ana Danchevska  

The year saw the Communications Team efforts focused on the dissemination of
NYLESA events, activities and information to members, and continued to improve
the Newsletter production. The Team also started to use new Communications
platforms/channels to support members connect better from the beginning of
the pandemic. 

Newsletters Production

Continued to improve the production of the
Weekly Newsletter, NYLESA’s main information
channel, by securing committed team members,
collecting and creating content related to the
activities and life in New York. 

The concept of a quarterly Magazine was revived
with longer content and for members to
contribute. The Christmas Newsletter was the first
special edition launched in December.

Alok, Ana, Amelia, Lei,
Saliha, Vesna & Yen

51 Newletters
published in 2020

Anais, André, Christina,
Carmen, Diana, Gulen, Iris,
Julien, Lin, Laurene, Maria,
Mukhayyo, Natalia, Olivier

& Soraya

TEAM

CONTENT CONTRIBUTORS

 18
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The website was visited by nearly 4,250 users,
10% increase compared to 2019 visitors, 9 in 10
of them are new users. 

Materials for the Career Resource Page and
updated Welcome Pack were added as they
became available. 

New pages and/or content were added for
COVID, ‘16-day Campaign to End Violence against
Women’, and for the launch of the new Podcast
show launch and Driver’s lisence for G4 holders in
January 2021.

Website

New page and content created for '16-day Campaign to End
Violence against Women'’  

Martin & Yen

Calendar Updates
The internal and external Google
calendars continued to be
updated to ensure smooth
collaboration with the SC and/or
volunteers

Ana, Mukhayyo & Natalia 

Other Communication 
Channels
Zoom
NYLESA acquired a Zoom pro account in April due
to the increased needs for online meetings
because of the lockdown. The platform hosted
more than 180 events covering online meetings
and events for the SC and members.

After moving to Bonn just
recently, I want to say thank you
to all of you who I have met in
the last 2 years while living in
New York. I am very happy that I
found this amazing
organisation, which really made
my life in NYC more fun and
engaging.

--Tinatin--

Ana, Natalia & Yen

Dressed up in pink for coffee gathering
on breast cancer awareness day   
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Facebook 
The public page gained a modest increase of
followers and likes in 2020. Membership Team
continued to approve membership and the page
was updated until May. However, at the end of
the year, a Facebook engagement plan was
developed and implementation will be done in
2021.

WhatsApp
‘NYLESA Stay tuned’ is a community group chat
for members. Created in the summer of 2020,
this WhatsApp group is used for daily
communication, tips, support, and exchanging
information. 62 NYLESA members have joined the
group so far.

It is not only the quickest and most effective
communication tool for members to interact, but
also allows members to post words of
appreciation and encouragement to the SC &
volunteers.

20
20

20
19

20
19

20
20

20
19

20
20

20
19

20
20

Ana, Amelia, Anais,
Jooyoung & Natalia  

FOLLOWERS LIKES MARKETPLACE

Congratulations super
management team and all
NYLESA volunteers!

--Carmen--

... I am having a good
prospective as expecting a baby,
but the pregnancy wouldn’t be
the same experience. I couldn’t
have my family near so was
especially precious to share with
you this unique time of mine, as
a second family!!

--Manuela--

Great zoom presentation!
Congratulations to the fantastic
team and thanks for sharing
your knowledge and experiences!

--Amelia--

Wow, thanks so much, NYLESA
team, you are amazing!!

--Manuela G.--
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Challenges &
Recommendations

In 2020, NYLESA found solutions to some of the past years’ challenges but COVID-19 has posed new or
worsen some other challenges. As part of last year’s assessment and planning, the SC has identified
different approaches that can continue to be implemented.

Membership declined - membership renewal has always been an issue for NYLESA, the number of
members largely depends on the new members, most of them newly relocated to New York. However, the
pandemic resulted in a drop in UN’s staff recruitment and relocation, this situation will possibly remain for
the next year or two. 

Solutions for this challenge might include engaging new members from the very start of enrollment,
targeting the UN staff who are already living in New York with information and resources that are relevant
to them etc.

Partnership with the UN and its Agencies - due to COVID, its restrictions and work-from-home
arrangement, NYLESA did not manage to re/connect with some of the previous UN focal points. This could
be a prioritize outreach aim that the incoming SC can take on, to implement ideas and plan that has been
identified in 2020.

Member participation - while NYLESA managed to adopt new approaches to organize and promote
events and activities for members, participation did not always meet up with the expectations and/or the
organization efforts. After nearly ten months of organizing 5-6 events per week on average, the new SC
should not be under any pressure to maintain the intensity. Instead, events organized can be more
selective and perhaps require a minimum number of participants  

SC’s time management and prioritization - the past year saw the SC put in a lot more effort and time
into redefining the overall management and outreach approaches approaches, many of which could not
be fully tested and implemented. The incoming SC can prioritize the focus on what might be done within
the time and available resources.   

Implementation of member initiatives/ideas – NYLESA is a very talented and creative community.
Over the years, there have been so many ideas and initiatives discussed and proposed. However, having
someone to see it an idea through remains a problem. In addition to encouraging member to lead their
initiative, the SC should realistically consider whether it would be feasible and call for additional volunteer
support.
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